
WHERE’S THE PAIR?   
くつした かくした 
Kutsushita kaukshita 

Colour  
me in!

A 10-minute activity to get everyone moving!

getset.co.uk/travel-tokyo #TravelToTokyo

Traditional Japanese socks called Tabi are split at the toes. They’re worn with kimonos for ceremonies and  formal events.

Did you know?



Each pair of socks needs to look 
different from the other pairs, e.g. 
one blue pair, one pair of knee-
highs, one adult-size. Divide the 
pairs of socks. Put the ‘left’ socks 
in a container in the middle of  
the room. Spread the ‘right’  
socks around the house, e.g.  
one in bedroom, one in kitchen.
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The player selects another sock 

and hunts for the matching 

one again. If they select a sock 

they have found already, they 

do a forfeit of five hops before 

choosing another sock.

4

Players play at the same time. With eyes closed, each player draws one sock from the container. They hunt around the house to find their matching sock.
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When they have made a match, 

the player leaves one sock 

where it was found and returns 

the other sock to the container.
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Keep repeating until all players have matched all the socks or until time is up.

 5

What next?

Try something similar  
Orienteering  

Try something different 
Gymnastics, aerobics, 
cheerleading, street 
dance, Zumba® 

Variations

• Create new forfeits, 
e.g. star jumps 
instead of hops.

• Play as a scavenger 
hunt: players collect 
or tick off different 
items on a list instead 
of matching pairs.

• Create your  
own version with 
different items.

Challenge yourself

•  Can you find all  
the socks in less  
time than before?

• Can you be the  
first one to finish?

• Can you play it 
outdoors in a  
bigger space?
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Log your activity and find more Tokyo Ten activities and resources at getset.co.uk/travel-tokyo

WHERE’S THE PAIR?   
くつした かくした 

Kutsushita kaukshita 
Activity type 

Home        Away        Indoor        Outdoor        

Equipment

At least 1 pair of socks for 
each player (or other items 
that can match, e.g. gloves, 
playing cards, snap cards, 
coloured bricks, coins)

10 Mins Adventure

How  
   to  
    play


